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1 Guest observer at NASA Infrared Telescope Facility
a b s t r a c t

We present reflectance spectra from 0.4 to 2.4 lm of Asteroid (101955) 1999 RQ36, the target of the
OSIRIS-REx spacecraft mission. The visible spectral data were obtained at the McDonald Observatory
2.1-m telescope with the ES2 spectrograph. The infrared spectral data were obtained at the NASA Infrared
Telescope Facility using the SpeX instrument. The average visible spectrum is combined with the average
near-infrared wavelength spectrum to form a composite spectrum. We use three methods to constrain
the compositional information in the composite spectrum of Asteroid (101955) 1999 RQ36 (hereafter
RQ36). First, we perform a least-squares search for meteorite spectral analogs using 15,000 spectra from
the RELAB database. Three most likely meteorite analogs are proposed based on the least-squares search.
Next, six spectral parameters are measured for RQ36 and their values are compared with the ranges in
parameter values of the carbonaceous chondrite meteorite classes. A most likely meteorite analog group
is proposed based on the depth of overlap in parameter values. The results of the least-squares search and
the parametric comparisons point to CIs and/or CMs as the most likely meteorite analogs for RQ36, and
COs and CHs as the least likely. RQ36 has a spectrally ‘‘blue’’ continuum slope that is also observed in car-
bonaceous chondrites containing magnetite. We speculate that RQ36 is composed of a ‘‘CM1’’-like mate-
rial. Finally, we compare RQ36 to other B-type asteroids measured by Clark et al. (Clark, B.E. et al. [2010].
J. Geophys. Res. 115, E06005). The results of this comparison are inconclusive. RQ36 is comparable to
Themis spectral properties in terms of its albedo, visible spectrum, and near-infrared spectrum from
1.1 to 1.45 lm. However, RQ36 is more similar to Pallas in terms of its near-infrared spectrum from
1.6 to 2.3 lm. Thus it is possible that B-type asteroids form a spectral continuum and that RQ36 is a tran-
sitional object, spectrally intermediate between the two end-members. This is particularly interesting
because Asteroid 24 Themis was recently discovered to have H2O ice on the surface (Rivkin, A., Emery,
J. [2010]. Nature 464, 1322–1323; Campins, H. et al. [2010a]. Nature 464, 1320–1321).

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction important source of volatiles and organic matter to the Earth.
Asteroids are direct remnants of the original building blocks
of the terrestrial planets, and carbonaceous asteroids are an
ll rights reserved.

.

Sample return from a carbonaceous asteroid has thus been
identified by the Space Studies Board of the US National Re-
search Council as high priority. OSIRIS-REx is a sample return
mission in the NASA New Frontiers program, and the OSIRIS-
REx science team has identified Asteroid (101955) 1999 RQ36
(hereafter RQ36) as the optimum target for a sample return
mission.
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RQ36 is a near-Earth asteroid with a semi-major axis of 1.126
AU and an orbit that makes it both a potential Earth impactor
(the probability of an impact in 2170 is 1 in 1800) and a particu-
larly attractive mission target. Radar observations of RQ36 indicate
a diameter of approximately 580 m, with a nearly spherical shape
(Nolan et al., 2007). Mid-infrared observations with NASA’s Spitzer
Space Telescope yield a thermal inertia consistent with a blocky
surface, perhaps somewhat like that of the similarly sized NEA
25143 Itokawa (Emery et al., 2010). Dynamical studies and spectral
information point to the Polana family at 2.42 AU as the most likely
main-belt origin of RQ36 (Campins et al., 2010b).

Initial observations of RQ36 indicate that it is spectrally in the B
class (DeMeo et al., 2009). Clark et al. (2010) have recently pre-
sented a study of the spectral properties (0.4–2.5 lm) of 22 B-type
asteroids (anything that anyone has ever called a B-type asteroid is
included in the study if 0.4–2.5 lm spectra were available). 2 Pallas
is the archetype B-type asteroid and in most taxonomic systems an
asteroid with a spectrum that is similar to Pallas (i.e. blue- or neg-
atively-sloped spectrum), either in the visible wavelengths or the
infrared wavelengths, is taxonomically categorized a B-type. The
Clark et al. (2010) study resulted in the description of three B-type
subgroups: (1) those with continuous negative (blue) spectra from
0.5 to 2.5 lm like 2 Pallas (7 objects); (2) those with concave curve
shapes (smiles) like 24 Themis (11 objects); and (3) everything
else (4 objects). Our use of the terms ‘‘Themis Group’’ and ‘‘Pallas
Group’’ when describing the object subgroups implies only spectral
similarity, not orbital similarity or family membership. The aster-
oid spectra were compared with mineral and meteorite spectra
from the Brown University/NASA Reflectance Laboratory (RELAB)
library of 15,000 samples, and the results showed trends in mete-
orite matches that were consistent with the spectral groups. The
Pallas Group objects preferred spectral analogs from the CO, CV,
and CK-meteorite groups. CV and CK meteorites are likely related,
and most CK meteorites are metamorphosed. The Themis Group
objects preferred spectral analogs from the CI, CM, CR, CI-Unusual,
and CM-Unusual meteorites. (The ‘‘Other’’ Group objects showed
no trends in meteorite matches, nor did they show any trends in
spectral parameters. For these reasons, the ‘‘Other’’ group is not in-
cluded in the following discussion.)

In this paper, we present spectral measurements of RQ36 along
with three different methods of analysis. (1) We perform a least-
squares search for meteorite spectral analogs using a comparison
library of 15,000 spectra from the RELAB database. (2) We measure
six spectral parameters of RQ36 and their values are compared
with the ranges in parameter values established by sets of RELAB
spectra representing relevant meteorite classes. (3) We compare
the reflectance spectrum parameters of RQ36 to those of other
B-type asteroids described in Clark et al. (2010). Finally, we synthe-
size the compositional interpretations from this study to suggest a
most likely meteorite analog for RQ36.

2. Observations and data reduction

The visible spectra were obtained over 5 nights between 15 and
20 September 1999 at the McDonald Observatory 2.1-m telescope,
using the ES2 spectrograph. The data were taken using a 5 arcsec-
ond-wide slit closely aligned with the parallactic angle. Standard
solar-type stars were also observed, closely matched in airmass.
The comparison star’s color was checked against the well-known
solar analog star, Hyades 64. Fractional pixel shifts were performed
in order to optimally cancel the telluric lines, particularly the oxy-
gen line at 0.7620 lm. Residual semi-periodic features are a result
of fringing in the CCD, which was prominent in some parts of the
sky, and not repeatable. The fringe amplitude is less than 2%,
and no other features are present at the 5% level. No significant
variation is seen with rotation phase. The spectral slope is blue,
or decreasing with increasing wavelength. The average spectrum
of all the nights is used in all subsequent analysis.

Our near-infrared measurements were conducted at the Mauna
Kea Observatory 3.0 m NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) in
Hawaii on 04 September 2005 from 13:28 to 14:28 UT at an air-
mass of 1.29 when the V magnitude of the asteroid was 17.0. We
used the SpeX instrument, equipped with a cooled grating and
an InSb array (1024 � 1024) spectrograph at wavelengths from
0.82 to 2.49 lm (Rayner et al., 2003). 24 individual asteroid spec-
tral images with integration times of 120 s each were recorded
with RQ36 being in the sky within 1 h of the meridian with the
instrument’s slit oriented in the north–south direction and opened
to 0.8 arcsec. A dichroic turret reducing the signal below 0.8 lm
was used for all observations. Following our RQ36 measurements,
we obtained eight individual spectral images of the solar analog
star Hyades 64 at an airmass of 1.00. On both the asteroid and solar
analog spectral images, we performed the normal data reduction
procedures of flat-fielding, sky subtraction, spectrum extraction,
and wavelength calibration. For both of these objects, their collec-
tive spectra were aligned and co-added to achieve an average spec-
trum for each. These average spectra were each fitted with the
ATRAN atmospheric model for telluric absorption features (Lord
et al., 1992; Bus et al., 2003; Sunshine et al., 2004). Telluric features
were removed from the spectra, to within the level of the scatter in
the data across the whole spectrum. The random residual noise in
the spectra is uncorrelated with telluric features, indicating that
we sufficiently accounted for the difference in airmass between
the star and the asteroid (1.0 and 1.3 respectively). We ratioed
the average atmospheric corrected asteroid to the average atmo-
spheric corrected solar analog to achieve the final near-infrared
reflectance spectrum presented here.

3. Data analysis

3.1. Spectral properties of RQ36

We combined the average visible wavelength spectrum (0.4–
0.9 lm) with the average near-infrared spectrum (0.82–2.49 lm)
to form a composite spectrum that is normalized to unity at
0.55 lm. Fig. 1 shows that the spectral regions agree well in the
overlap wavelengths, with the near-infrared portion scaled to
match the visible portion. Error bars for the telescopic data are
not plotted; however formal measurement uncertainties that
propagate through the reduction are less than the scatter in the
data, so we assume that the scatter in the data is the best estimate
of the uncertainties in the average spectrum. Notice that a long-
wavelength ‘‘tail’’ due to the thermal emission of the object exists
beyond about 2 lm (Fig. 1).

The proximity of 1999 RQ36 to the Sun and its low albedo con-
spire to produce surface temperatures high enough that thermally
emitted flux is likely comparable to or greater than the reflected
flux at the longer wavelength end of the spectrum presented here.
This excess thermal flux must be characterized and removed for
proper analysis of the reflectance spectrum. The location and mag-
nitude of the thermal contribution depend on the temperature
(magnitude and color of thermal flux) and albedo (relative level
of the reflected component). Since the reflectance spectrum is
not flux calibrated, it is not possible to separately solve for albedo
and temperature from these data alone. For any given albedo, a
corresponding temperature can be found that provides a near-per-
fect fit to the thermal component. The proper removal of thermal
flux is particularly important here as the thermal ‘‘tail’’ in some
ways mimics the difference between the Pallas Group and Themis
Group spectral B-types.
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Fig. 2. Close up of the spectral regions from 0.6 to 1.4 lm. (a) The data points are
fitted with both a straight line and with a third-order polynomial curve. (b) The data
points are shown after continuum removal with a third-order polynomial curve
superimposed. The v2 value for the curve is almost half the v2 value for the straight
line, indicating that a polynomial curve is a better fit to the data, and suggesting the
presence of a broad minimum. A minimum at this wavelength is consistent with
what is observed for low-albedo meteorites measured similarly (Clark et al., 2010;
Cloutis et al., 2010, 2011).
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Fig. 1. The Asteroid (101955) 1999 RQ36 composite spectrum, using visible
wavelength measurements from the McDonald Observatory, and near-infrared
wavelength measurements from the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility is shown in
black. The blue curve has been thermally corrected using nominal values of
geometric albedo (pv), beaming parameter (g), and effective subsolar surface
temperature. The red curve shows removal using a low temperature model with
values that are 3r ‘‘cooler’’ than nominal, and the green curve shows removal using
a high temperature model with values that are 3r ‘‘warmer’’ than nominal.
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Previous observations from the Spitzer space telescope provide
guidance on the parameter values to use for removal of the excess
thermal flux from the spectrum of 1999 RQ36. We used the albedo
(pv = 0.04 ± 0.01) and beaming parameter (g = 1.48) derived for
1999 RQ36 from application of the near-Earth asteroid thermal
model (Harris, 1998) to the Spitzer data to model the thermal flux
on the date of the SpeX observations (c.f., Rivkin et al., 2005; Reddy
et al., 2009). The nominal values of albedo and beaming parameter
result in a reflectance spectrum with no appreciable upturn at long
wavelengths. We also considered the range of uncertainties in pv

and g to establish the uncertainty in this spectral region that is
due to the thermal correction (Fig. 1). Specifically, we calculate a
low temperature model spectrum corrected using values that are
3r ‘‘cooler’’ than nominal, and we calculate a high temperature
model spectrum using values that are 3r ‘‘warmer’’ than nominal.
The thermally corrected spectra shortward of 2 lm are practically
unaffected by the uncertainty in temperature. Longward of 2 lm,
however, slight upturns or downturns are possible within 3r.

Using our composite spectrum, we can summarize the spectral
properties of Asteroid RQ36. We find that RQ36 is a Bus-DeMeo
B-type asteroid (DeMeo et al., 2009), which means that it exhibits
a generally negatively sloped spectral shape across the visible and
near-infrared wavelength range. Note that the spectra on which
the relatively new Bus-DeMeo taxonomy is based do not extend
as far into the blue as did earlier spectrophotometry, and albedos
were not included in the definition of the new Bus-DeMeo classes
in contrast to the earlier Tholen taxonomy (Tholen, 1984). Thus,
the Bus-DeMeo taxonomy cannot distinguish the previous Tholen
F-type objects from B-types, and calls them all B-types. We note
this, in particular, because the Tholen (1984) definition of an
F-type specifically highlights the lack of a UV drop off and a lower
albedo compared to B-types, which fit the description of RQ36. It is
possible, therefore, that RQ36 would be considered an F-type in the
Tholen taxonomy.

To quantify the spectrum, we parameterize by measuring
RQ36’s continuum slope in three wavelength regions: The visible
(VIS) region slope from 0.45 to 0.70 lm has a value of �0.210 ±
0.005, the near-infrared slope (NIR1) from 1.10 to 1.45 lm has a
value of -0.015 ± 0.005, and the near-infrared slope (NIR2)
from 1.60 to 2.30 lm has a nominal value of �0.03 ± 0.09. Contin-
uum slope is measured as rise over run (change in normalized
reflectance divided by change in wavelength) so the units of slope
are given in lm�1. Uncertainties are estimated by fitting 3 lines
through the range of possible slopes consistent with the scatter
in the data, and then taking the average. The uncertainty in the
NIR2 value is set by the changes in slope due to the ±3r thermal
corrections. We searched for the 0.7 lm band attributed to aqu-
eously altered minerals, and for the 0.9 lm and 1.9 lm absorptions
found on other asteroids and attributed to mafic minerals (in par-
ticular olivine, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene). We find no
strong bands on RQ36, however we were able to measure a broad
minimum centered at approximately 1 lm when continuum
tangent points are chosen from the peak in the visible to 1.3–
1.4 lm, consistent with what was done for carbonaceous meteor-
ites and B-type asteroids in Clark et al. (2010). Fig. 2 shows the
suggested broad spectral minimum. We compare a linear fit
through the data (v2 value of 0.0256) with a third-order polyno-
mial fit through the data (v2 value of 0.0139). It is clear that the
polynomial fit, indicating a broad minimum, provides a better fit
to the scattered data points. To indicate the significance of the
band, we calculate a quantity that we call the ‘‘band signal strength
ratio’’: we divide the depth of the band by the standard deviation
between the polynomial fit and the reflectance data. RQ36’s band
signal strength ratio is about 4, hence there is a broad band present
at the 4r level. We consider a value of 10 for the signal strength
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ratio (i.e. when a band is present at the 10r level) to be a threshold
value for secure detection of a band. This is based on visual
examination of the spectra as a function of signal strength ratio
value.

The spectral shape of RQ36 is similar to other B-type asteroids
that show a continuum transition from smoothly negative slopes
to a broad bowl-shaped curve (a ‘‘smile’’) (Clark et al., 2010).
3.2. Search of RELAB spectral database for meteorite analogs

To constrain the possible mineralogy of RQ36, we conducted a
search for meteorite and/or mineral spectral matches, as described
in Clark et al. (2010). We used the publicly available RELAB
Fig. 3. Asteroid 1999 RQ36 is compared to the best match meteorite spectra found
in a least-squares search through the RELAB database. Asteroid data are shown in
small circles (for the visible wavelengths there are so many channels that the small
circles merge into a thick line). Meteorite data are continuous (thin) lines.

Table 1
Best match meteorites from search of RELAB data.

RELAB file Meteorite name Meteorite class Reflec

Nominal temp modeled asteroid
cemp18 Ivunaa CI 0.044
cmms01 Mighei CM2 0.022
bkr1mp128 Dhofar CM-Anom 0.043

Low temp modeled asteroid
cemp18 Ivunaa CI 0.044
cmms01 Mighei CM2 0.022
bkr1mp128 Dhofar CM-Anom 0.043

High temp modeled asteroid
cemp18 Ivunaa CI 0.044
cmms01 Mighei CM2 0.022
bkr1mp113 Dhofar CM-Anom 0.043

a This sample of Ivuna was experimentally heated to 700 �C in a study of the spectral
(such as high energy regolith and space weathering processes) (e.g. see Hiroi et al., 199
spectrum library (Pieters, 1983), which consisted of nearly
15,000 spectra in the November 2008 download. We did not select
certain meteorite classes from the database for this part of the
analysis. Rather, we searched over ALL spectra in the library for a
least-squares match. For each spectrum in the library, a filter
was applied to find those with relevant wavelengths (0.4–
2.4 lm). Then, a second filter was applied to find spectra with
brightness at 0.55 lm that differed from the asteroid’s albedo by
less than ±4% (absolute). Since RQ36’s albedo is 4%, we compared
it to all meteorite spectra with brightnesses ranging from 0% to
8%. This process produced a list of approximately 4000 RELAB
spectra of appropriate brightness and wavelength coverage for
comparison to the asteroid (Clark et al., 2010). To establish the
uncertainty in this process that results from the thermal tail
corrections, we used all asteroid spectra shown in Fig. 1: our
nominal spectrum, a low-temperature modeled spectrum, and a
high-temperature modeled spectrum.

Next, we normalized our meteorite spectra to 1.0 at 0.55 lm,
and we calculated the v2 value for each RELAB sample relative to
the RQ36 spectrum. The RELAB spectra were sorted according
to v2 values and were visually examined.

Fig. 3 shows our composite spectrum of RQ36 plotted with the
best-fit matches from the RELAB meteorite and mineral spectral
library, and Table 1 presents the details of each fit. Notice in Table
1 that the best match was provided by a sample of a CI1 carbona-
ceous chondrite that had been experimentally heated to 700 �C.
Such experimental materials are common in the RELAB collection.
Hiroi et al. (1996) investigated the spectral effects of experimen-
tally heating meteorites in an attempt to simulate thermal meta-
morphism and some of the regolith and space weathering
processes present at the surface of an asteroid. We favored mete-
orite matches over mineral or terrestrial sample matches, how-
ever Murchison Insoluble Organic Matter (RELAB files cbog03
and cbog02) also showed very low v2 values (3.55047e�04 and
4.49527e�04 respectively) when compared with our nominal
modeled asteroid spectrum. The experimental ion-implanted sam-
ple of MgO and carbon (RELAB file c2ri03) also had a low v2 value
(5.09422e�04) when compared with the nominal spectrum. The
carbonaceous breccia meteorite Kaidun (Zolensky and Ivanov,
2003) and the CM Unusual meteorite Y-86720 showed low v2

values (5.54553e�04 and 6.51170e�04, respectively) when com-
pared with the low temperature modeled asteroid spectrum.
The values in Table 1 indicate that our meteorite matches are
highly robust to 3r differences in the temperature of the thermal
model used to correct the raw spectrum.

Our search technique effectively emphasized the spectral char-
acteristics of brightness and shape, and de-emphasized minor
tance at 0.55 lm Grain size of sample (lm) v2

<125 2.79831e�04
100–200 3.57420e�04

<125 4.47110e�04

<125 3.30691e�04
100–200 3.93904e�04

<125 4.15163e�04

<125 1.19352e�03
100–200 1.30716e�03

<125 1.56488e�03

effects of simulated thermal metamorphism in effect at the surface of an asteroid
6).



Table 2
RELAB meteorite spectra files used for comparison data.

Class RELAB file Name Grain size (lm) Notes

CH c1ph49 PCA 91467 <75
CI mgp084 Alais Unknown
CI c1mb60 Ivuna <125
CI c1mp18 Ivuna Powder
CI camp18 Ivuna <125 Heated to 300 �C
CI cbmp18 Ivuna <125 Heated to 400 �C
CI ccmp18 Ivuna <125 Heated to 500 �C
CI cdmp18 Ivuna <125 Heated to 600 �C
CI cemp18 Ivuna <125 Heated to 700 �C
CI cfmp18 Ivuna <125 Heated to 100 �C
CI cgmp18 Ivuna <125 Heated to 200 �C
CI c1mb57 Orgueil <100
CI mgp078 Orgueil Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CI mgp080 Orgueil Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CI ccms03 Orgueil 100–200
CI cdms03 Orgueil <40
CI cfms03 Orgueil 40–100
CI s1rs44 Orgueil <45
CI2 (or CI-Heated) c1mb19 Y82162,79 <125 Spun
CI2 (or CI-Heated) camb19 Y82162,79 Smaller coated chips
CI2 (or CI-Heated) cbmb19 Y82162,79 Larger coated chips
CI2 (or CI-Heated) ccmb19 Y82162,79 Interior uncoated chips
CI-Heated bkr2mp111 Y-86029,61 <125
CI/CM-Heated c1mb18 B7904,108 Chip
CI/CM-Heated c2mb18 B7904 <125
CI/CM-Heated c1mb20 Y86720,77 <125
CI/CM-Heated camb20 Y86720,77 Smaller chip
CI/CM-Heated cbmb20 Y86720,77 Larger chip
CI/CM-Heated c1mp10 Y86789,108 <125
CK4 c1mb81 ALH 85002,25 Powder
CK4 c2mb81 ALH 85002,25 <125
CK4 camb81 ALH 85002,25 <25
CK4 cbmb81 ALH 85002,25 25–45
CK4 ccmb81 ALH 85002,25 45–75
CK4 cdmb81 ALH 85002,25 75–125
CK4 camh58 ALH 85002,34 <180
CK4 cbmh58 ALH 85002,34 <180
CK4 c1ph35 ALH 85002 <75
CK4 c1ph53 DAV 92300 <75
CK4 c1mc03 EET 92002,10 <500
CK4 mgp140 Karoonda Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CK4–5 c1mb77 Y693 <125
CK5 c1lm18 EET 87256,11 Powder Unsorted
CK5 c1mp03 EET 87526,11 <63
CK5 c1mb92 EET 87507,27 <125
CK5–6 c1lm19 EET 87860,5 Powder Unsorted?
CK5–6 c1mp04 EET 87860,5 <63
CK6 c1lm17 LEW 87009,4 Powder Unsorted?
CK6 c1mb88 LEW 87009,28 <125
CK6 c1mp05 LEW 87009,4 <63
CM1–2 c1mp07 Y82042,60 <125
CM2 c1mp56 A-881280,90 <125
CM2 c1mp57 A-881594,62 <125
CM2 c1mp37 A-881955,70 <125
CM2 c1mb50 ALHA 81002 100
CM2 c1mb52 ALH 84029 <100
CM2 c1mp14 ALH 84033,21 <125
CM2 c1mp15 ALH 84044,16 <125
CM2 c1mp23 ALH 85013,32 <125
CM2 c1mb53 Bells <100 #1226B(1)
CM2 s1rs46 Boriskino <45
CM2 c1mp40 EET 83250,7 <125
CM2 c1mp42 EET 83389,15 <125
CM2 c1mp21 EET 87522,29 <125
CM2 c1mp43 EET 90021,10 <125
CM2 c1mp115 EET 96029,14 <125 Spun
CM2 c1mp17 GRO 85202,16 <125
CM2 c1mp62 LEW87016,12 <125
CM2 c1mp20 LEW87022,26 <125
CM2 c1mp16 LEW87148,15 <125
CM2 c1mp63 LEW 88001,14 <125
CM2 c1mb54 LEW 90500 <100
CM2 c1mc02 LEW 90500,45 <500
CM2 c1mp26 LON 94101,19 <125
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Table 2 (continued)

Class RELAB file Name Grain size (lm) Notes

CM2 c1mp22 MAC 88100,30 <125
CM2 c1mp22l0 MAC 88100,30 <125 Pressed powder, spun
CM2 c1mp22l1 MAC 88100,30 <125 Pressed powder, laser irradiated at 5 mJ, spun
CM2 c1mp64 MAC 88101,12 <125
CM2 c1mp47 MAC 88176,16 <125 (?)
CM2 c1ma62 Mighei 4b >200 Laser-irradiated, spun
CM2 c1ma63 Mighei 4c 125–200 Laser-irradiated, spun
CM2 c1ma64 Mighei 4e 40–75 Laser-irradiated, spun
CM2 c1ma65 Mighei 4d 75–125 Laser-irradiated, spun
CM2 c1ma66 Mighei 4f <40 Laser-irradiated, spun
CM2 c1ma68 Mighei 4eg <45 Sample 4e ground down to <45, spun
CM2 c1ma70 Mighei 4bcg <45 Samples 4b + 4c ground down to <45, spun
CM2 c1ma71 Mighei 4dg <45 Sample 4d ground down to <45, spun
CM2 c1ma72 Mighei Sorted powder Spun
CM2 c1mb55 Mighei <100
CM2 mgp092 Mighei <75 Unknown viewing geometry
CM2 s1rs42 Mighei <45
CM2 c1mb75 Y74642 <125
CM2 c1mb76 Y74662 <125
CM2 c1mp11 Y74662,101 <125
CM2 c1mp30 Y791191,87 <125
CM2 c1mp31 Y791824,95 <125
CM2 c1mp32 Y793595,62 <125
CM2.1 c1mb51 ALH 83100 <100
CM2.1 c1mc01 ALH 83100,196 <500
CM2.1 camh59 ALH 83100,102 <180
CM2.1 cbmh59 ALH 83100,102 <180
CM2.1 c1mp52 QUE 93005,13 <125
CM2.1 c1mb61 Cold Bokkeveld <125
CM2.2 mgp086 Cold Bokkeveld <75
CM2.2 mgp088 Cold Bokkeveld 75–150
CM2.2 mgp090 Cold Bokkeveld 150–500
CM2.2 c2mb62 Nogoya <125
CM2.2 c3mb62 Nogoya <63
CM2.2 c4mb62 Nogoya 63–125
CM2.2 mgp100 Nogoya Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CM2.4/2.6 c1mp12 Y791198,90 <125
CM2.4–2.5/2.6 c1mb56 Murray <100
CM2.4–2.5/2.6 mgp098 Murray Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CM2.5/2.7 c2mb64 Murchison <125
CM2.5/2.7 c3mb64 Murchison <63
CM2.5/2.7 c4mb64 Murchison 63–125
CM2.5/2.7 camb64 Murchison <63 Heated to 400 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cbmb64 Murchison <63 Heated to 500 �C
CM2.5/2.7 ccmb64 Murchison <63 Heated to 600 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cdmb64 Murchison <63 Heated to 700 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cemb64 Murchison <63 Heated to 800 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cfmb64 Murchison <63 Heated to 900 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cgmb64 Murchison <63 Heated to 1000 �C
CM2.5/2.7 chmb64 Murchison 63–125 Heated to 400 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cimb64 Murchison 63–125 Heated to 500 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cjmb64 Murchison 63–125 Heated to 600 �C
CM2.5/2.7 ckmb64 Murchison 63–125 Heated to 700 �C
CM2.5/2.7 clmb64 Murchison 63–125 Heated to 800 �C
CM2.5/2.7 cmmb64 Murchison 63–125 Heated to 900 �C
CM2.5/2.7 camh52 Murchison <90
CM2.5/2.7 cbmh52 Murchison <90
CM2.5/2.7 ccmh52 Murchison <180
CM2.5/2.7 mgp094 Murchison Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CM2.5/2.7 cdms02 Murchison <200 Separates
CM2.5/2.7 cems02 Murchison 100–200 Separates
CM2.5/2.7 cfms02 Murchison 100–200 Separates
CM2.5/2.7 cgms02 Murchison <40 Separates
CM2.5/2.7 cnms02 Murchison 100–200 Separates
CM2.5/2.7 coms02 Murchison <40 Separates
CM2.5/2.7 s1rs45 Murchison <45
CM2 or C2 Ungrouped c1mp60 GRO 95566,7 <125
CM2 or C3 Ungrouped c1mp44 EET 90043,8 <125
CM2-heated c1mp35 A-881334,70 <125
CM2-heated c1mp36 A-881458,69 <125
CM2-heated c1mp55 A-881655,67 <125
CM2-heated c1mp13 Y793321,99 <125
CM2-heated c1mp58 Y-82054,106 <125
CM2-heated c1mp08 Y82098,101 <125
CM2-heated c1mp34 Y86695,104 <125

(continued on next page)
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Table 2 (continued)

Class RELAB file Name Grain size (lm) Notes

CM-heated c1ma78 Dho 225 Powder Spun
CM-heated c1ma77 Dho 735 Powder Spun
CM-heated c1mt15 EET 96010,21 <125
CM-heated c1mp24 LEW 85311,36 <125
CM-heated c1mp49 PCA 91008,15 <125
CM-heated c1mp50 PCA 91084,8 <125
CM-heated c1mp33 Y794080,58 <125

CO3 c1ph42 FRO 95002 <75
CO3 c1ph57 FRO 99040 <75
CO3.0 bkr1mp102 ALH 77307,95 <125
CO3.0 c1mp117 ALHA 77307,99 <125
CO3.1 bkr1mp104 A-881632,95 <125
CO3.1 bkr1mp103 Y82050,130 <125
CO3.1/3.6 mgp104 Kainsaz Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CO3.1/3.6 s1rs41 Kainsaz <45
CO3.3–3.6 c1mb93 Y791717,90 <125
CO3.2/3.6 mgp102 Felix Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CO3.3/3.4 c1ph34 ALH 82101 <75
CO3.3/3.6 mgp110 Ornans Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CO3.4/3.5 c1mp116 ALH85003,30 <125
CO3.4/3.6 mgp106 Lance 150–500 Unknown viewing geometry
CO3.4/3.6 mgp108 Lance <75 Unknown viewing geometry
CO3.5/3.6 c1mb80 ALH 77003,110 <125
CO3.5/3.6 camh55 ALHA 77003,81 <180
CO3.5/3.6 cbmh55 ALHA 77003,81 <180
CO3.5/3.6 c1mb79 ALH 83108,37 <125
CO3.5/3.6 camh56 ALH 83108,25 <180
CO3.5/3.6 cbmh56 ALH 83108,25 <180
CO3.6 c1ph50 MET 00737 <75
CO3.6/3.7 mgp116 Warrenton Slab
CO3.6/3.7 mgp120 Warrenton <75
CO3.6/3.7 mgp122 Warrenton 75–150

CR1 c1mp61 GRO 95577,6 <125
CR2 c1mp39 A-881595,94 <125
CR2 c1mb82 EET 87747 <125
CR2 c1sc98 EET 87770,19 <250
CR2 c1mp25 EET 92042,17 <125
CR2 c1mt48 GRA 95229,8 <125
CR2 c1mp45 MAC 87300,46 <125
CR2 c1ph56 MAC 87320 <75
CR2 c1ph48 PCA 91082 <75
CR2 c1mb58 Renazzo <100
CR2 c1mp38 Y793495,106 <125
CR3 c1ph55 MET 00426 <75
CR3 c1ph54 QUE 99177 <75
CR2-Ungrouped c1mt17 LEW 85332,48 <125
CV3 c1mp129 NWA 3118 <125 CV3 host, spun
CV3 c1mp130 NWA 3118 <125 Dark inclusion
CV3 c1ph41 QUE 9374 <75
CV3.0–3.1 c1mt16 ALHA 81003,31 <125
CV3 OxA c1mb78 ALH 84028,84 <125
CV3 OxA c2mb78 ALH 84028,84 Powder?
CV3 OxA camb78 ALH 84028,84 <25
CV3 OxA cbmb78 ALH 84028,84 25–45
CV3 OxA ccmb78 ALH 84028,84 45–75
CV3 OxA cdmb78 ALH 84028,84 75–125
CV3 OxA c1mc05 ALH 84028,85 <500
CV3.2–3.3 c2mb63 Allende <125
CV3.2–3.3 c3mb63 Allende <63
CV3.2–3.3 c4mb63 Allende 63–125
CV3.2–3.3 camb63 Allende <63 Heated to 400 �C
CV3.2–3.3 cbmb63 Allende <63 Heated to 500 �C
CV3.2–3.3 ccmb63 Allende <63 Heated to 600 �C
CV3.2–3.3 cdmb63 Allende <63 Heated to 700 �C
CV3.2–3.3 cemb63 Allende <63 Heated to 800 �C
CV3.2–3.3 cfmb63 Allende <63 Heated to 900 �C
CV3.2–3.3 cgmb63 Allende <63 Heated to 1000 �C
CV3.2–3.3 chmb63 Allende <63 Heated to 1100 �C
CV3.2–3.3 camh57 Allende <180 lm
CV3.2–3.3 cbmh57 Allende <180 lm
CV3.2–3.3 mgp124 Allende Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CV3.2–3.3 s1rs40 Allende <45
CV3.0–3.2 OxB mgp136 Mokoia Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
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Table 2 (continued)

Class RELAB file Name Grain size (lm) Notes

CV3.2–3.3 OxB mgp128 Grosnaja <75 Unknown viewing geometry
CV3.2–3.3 OxB mgp130 Grosnaja 75–150 Unknown viewing geometry
CV3.2–3.3 OxB mgp132 Grosnaja 150–500 Unknown viewing geometry
CV3.2–3.3 OxB s1rs43 Grosnaja <45
CV3 Ox c1mt46 ALH 85006,24 <125
CV3, Reduced c1mp65 TIL 91722,8 <125
CV3.2–3.3 mgp134 Leoville Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CV3.2–3.3 Reduced mgp138 Vigarano Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CV3.2–3.3 Reduced c1mb59 Vigarano <100
CV3.8 Reduced mgp126 Coolidge Unknown Unknown viewing geometry
CV3 c1mp09 Y86751 <125

Ureilites
UR c1ph27 ALHA 77257 <75
UR c1ph30 ALHA 81101 <75
UR c1ph21 ALH 82130 <75
UR c1ph39 DaG 319 <75
UR c1ph24 EET 87517 <75
UR c1ph37 EET 87720 <75
UR c1ph31 EET 96042 <75
UR c1ph29 Goalpara <75
UR c1ph23 GRA 95205 <75
UR c1ph25 GRO 95575 <75
UR c1ph38 Kenna <75
UR c1ph22 LEW 88201 <75
UR c1ph20 MET 78008 <75
UR c1ph40 MET 01085 <75
UR c1ph28 Novo-Urei <75
UR c1ph18 NWA 1500 <75
UR c1ph26 PCA 82506 <75
UR c1ph19 Y791538 <75
UR c1ph36 Y791538 <75
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absorption bands and other parametric characteristics. Specifically,
the search program we wrote emphasizes slopes in the region
where the normalization took place. This suggests that our RELAB
searches are complementary to band parameter studies. In the
next section, we describe our band parameter study.

3.3. Spectral parameter analysis

We compare six spectral parameters (Brightness (or Albedo),
VIS, NIR1, NIR2, BC1, BC2) of our asteroid to the same spectral
parameters measured from a set of analog meteorites (Table 2).
Brightness is a catch-all term for the dissimilar but correlated mea-
surements of the asteroid geometric albedo (pv) and the meteorite
reflectance (at 0.55 lm). VIS is the slope in the visible wavelengths
from 0.45 to 0.75 lm, NIR1 is the continuum slope in the near-
infrared wavelengths from 1.1 to 1.45 lm, NIR2 is the slope from
1.6 to 2.3 lm, BC1 is the band center at the first strongest absorp-
tion, generally occurring between 0.7 and 1.2 lm, and BC2 is the
band center of absorptions occurring between 1.9 and 2.4 lm.
Band centers and depths were calculated for each spectrum show-
ing an absorption feature, following the Gaffey et al. (1993) meth-
od. First, a linear continuum was fitted at the edges of the band,
that is at the points on the spectrum outside the absorption band
being characterized. The wavelength positions of the continua
could vary among different spectra. For many meteorites, there
was no consistently present optimum position to fit the long wave-
length wing of a continuum beyond the 1.2 lm region of absorp-
tion. In this case, the long wavelength side of the continuum was
fixed between 1.3 and 1.4 lm. Then, the spectra were divided by
the linear continuum and the region of the band was fitted with
a polynomial of order between 2 and 7. The band center was calcu-
lated as the position where the minimum of the polynomial occurs,
and the band depth as the minimum in the spectral reflectance
curve relative to the fitted continuum. In the absence of well-de-
fined absorption bands, we took band depths as the maximum
deviation from the continuum between the peak in the visible
and 1.3–1.4 lm.

The meteorite samples used in this study (listed in Table 2)
come from the RELAB database. The RELAB database includes a
wide variety of meteorites. In terms of completeness, it includes
multiple meteorites from all of the major carbonaceous chondrite
groups (CI, CM, CV, CO, CR, CK), as well as multiple grain sizes
for many of them, and a wide variety of experimentally heated
and laser-treated carbonaceous chondrites (CB and CH meteorites
are under-represented – there are no CB spectra in the database,
and there is only one CH spectrum). The database is heavily
‘‘biased’’ toward powdered samples, and this is considered an asset
as asteroid surfaces are expected to be fine-grained due to various
surface modification processes. Even for surfaces containing a
range of material grain sizes, fine-grained powders are expected
to dominate the spectral properties, even when present in small
amounts (Hays and Mustard, 1997). Polarimetric data suggest that
fine-grained regoliths are the norm for large main belt asteroids
(e.g., Dollfus, 1971; Dollfus et al., 1975). More recently, thermal-
inertia measurements of near-Earth asteroids show that near-Earth
asteroids the size of RQ36 would be expected to have coarser reg-
olith particles than main belt asteroids, but some regolith never-
theless (Mueller, 2007; Delbo’ et al., 2007). Emery et al. (2010)
derived a thermal inertia for RQ36 that appears to be similar to
that of (25143) Itokawa, which was studied closely by the
Hayabusa spacecraft. While no evidence of fine particles was found
in Hayabusa imagery, the spacecraft spectra closely match labora-
tory spectra of powders (Hiroi et al., 2006). This is because, given a
distribution of particle sizes that includes fines, the fines tend to
coat the coarser particles. We conclude that the use of powders
for spectral match searches is appropriate for RQ36 at this stage.
Grain sizes of the RELAB meteorite samples range from <45 lm
to ‘‘chips’’, but are usually <125 lm (Table 2). The samples we
use in this study are fine-grained unsorted powders rather than
sorted powders or chips.



Fig. 5. Asteroid 1999 RQ36 (red diamonds) is compared parametrically to the
carbonaceous meteorite classes (CH yellow circle, CI light green circles, CM blue
squares, CR dark green diamonds, CV black triangles, CO pink upside-down
triangles, CK light blue corner triangles, and UR – ureilites orange squares). Near-
infrared slope is measured as rise over run for two spectral regions: NIR1: 1.10–
1.45 lm and NIR2: 1.6–2.3 lm. Notice that RQ36 is similar to most of the
meteorites in terms of the near-infrared continuum slopes. The uncertainties in
most parameter values are smaller than the symbols, however the uncertainty in
RQ36’s NIR2 value is indicated with three red diamonds. The low temperature
thermal model resulted in a positive NIR2 value (top red diamond), and the high
temperature thermal model resulted in a negative NIR2 value (bottom red
diamond), with nominal (red diamond outlined in white) being slightly negative.
The spread in these points illustrates the uncertainty in the NIR2 parameter that is
due to the thermal tail corrections to the observed spectrum.
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We focus on low albedo meteorites (the carbonaceous chon-
drites) as being the most likely analogs for RQ36, due to the low al-
bedo of the asteroid. To search through the RELAB database, we
used a variety of key words, such as ‘‘carbonaceous’’, ‘‘chondrite’’,
‘‘meteorite’’, and a number of the more common carbonaceous
chondrite names (e.g., Orgueil, Murchison); finally the entire data-
base was manually perused to determine whether these search cri-
teria had missed any relevant meteorite spectra. The meteorites
were assembled to include all relevant RELAB spectra for the
following meteorite classes (numbers of objects are given in paren-
theses and represent the total numbers of samples available in par-
ticulate form): CI(28), CM(107), CV(38), CO(25), CR(15), CK(21),
CH(1). In addition, we assembled ureilites (UR)(19). (While they
are not generally very low in albedo, ureilites are known to be
spectrally neutral and have been shown recently to be similar to
B-type (and F-type) asteroids (Jenniskens et al., 2009)). Many of
the samples are mineralogically analyzed in Cloutis et al. (2010,
2011).

Figs. 4–6 show how RQ36 compares parametrically with the
meteorites. In Fig. 4, we see immediately the strong clustering of
meteorite groups in terms of albedo and visible slope. Note that
RQ36 is most similar to CI and CM meteorites in terms of these
parameters, and is parametrically distant from the ureilites. It is
interesting to see that the CK meteorites, which are likely related
to CV meteorites but are metamorphosed, are brighter than the
CVs, as we might expect because metamorphism tends to increase
the transparency (and hence the brightness) of the average grain.
In Fig. 5 we see that the near-infrared continuum slope values do
not show strong clustering trends as a function of meteorite class,
except that the highest values of NIR1 and NIR2 tend to occur for
the CM meteorites. RQ36 is more-or-less within the ranges deter-
mined for most other classes of meteorites, except for the paramet-
rically distant CR class, which is tightly clustered, in part because
only 15 samples were measured. In Fig. 6, we show the band center
position of the first (strongest) absorption band between 0.7 and
1.2 lm, plotted against the signal strength ratio of the band. In
most cases, the uncertainties in parameter values are smaller than
the symbols used in the plots. Only the band center positions have
Fig. 4. Asteroid 1999 RQ36 (red diamond) is compared parametrically with the
carbonaceous meteorite classes (CH yellow circle, CI light green circles, CM blue
squares, CR dark green diamonds, CV black triangles, CO pink upside-down
triangles, CK light blue corner triangles, and UR – ureilites orange squares). Albedo
is the geometric albedo measured telescopically at 0.55 lm for RQ36, and is the
reflected light value at 0.55 lm for the meteorites. Notice that RQ36 is most similar
to CI meteorites in terms of the low albedo and negative visible slope. The
uncertainties in parameter values are smaller than the symbols.

Fig. 6. Asteroid 1999 RQ36 (red diamond) is compared parametrically to the
carbonaceous meteorite classes (CH yellow circle, CI light green circles, CM blue
squares, CR dark green diamonds, CV black triangles, CO pink upside-down
triangles, CK light blue corner triangles, and UR – ureilites orange squares). Notice
that RQ36 is most similar to CI, CM, and CV meteorites in terms of the marginally
detectable band near 1 lm, and that CM meteorites, well-known for their 0.7-lm
absorption band, also frequently exhibit longer wavelength features. The uncer-
tainties in parameter values are smaller than the symbols.
significant uncertainties, and these are qualified with the band sig-
nal strength ratio. The stronger the ratio, the higher the precision
of band center measurement. Because we measured RQ36 in the
same way we measured the meteorites, we can say that while
RQ36’s band signal strength ratio is below our threshold (ratios
of 10 and above indicate a secure detection), at least the
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wavelength position of the spectral minimum is consistent with
many of the CC meteorites (Fig. 6).

For the CM meteorites, the first band occurs most frequently at
0.7 lm, consistent with previous studies (Vilas, 1994; Fornasier et
al., 1999). However, the CM meteorites included in this study also
exhibit longer wavelength bands just as frequently. Cloutis et al.
(2011) analyze these same CM meteorites and find that their spec-
tra exhibit nearly ubiquitous absorption features near 0.7, 0.9, and
1.1 lm. The depths of these features vary in tandem, suggesting a
single cause, specifically serpentine-group phyllosilicates. Because
of the composite nature of these phyllosilicate features, we do not
report all 3 of the tandem band centers – rather we report only the
measurement of the first absorption (in most meteorites, the first
band center is also the strongest or deepest band).

Of the meteorite sample spectra we used (listed in Table 2),
there are a good number of experimentally heated samples (listed
according to maximum temperature in column five). These exper-
imental samples must be distinguished from the naturally heated
samples (listed according to petrographic grade in column one).
One question that naturally arises is whether the experimentally
altered samples skew the parameter distributions in any way.
We checked for this and found that the altered samples show no
unusual parameter value distributions, except for the altered CI
chondrite samples, which show a trend of a shift to longer wave-
lengths for the first absorption band.

The shift to longer wavelengths in the altered CIs could be ex-
plained by a number of mechanisms. One is that heating could
cause serpentinites to dehydrate to olivine. Serpentinite has its
strongest bands near 0.7 and 0.9 lm, while olivine is near 1.05
lm, so increasing the olivine to serpentinite ratio could cause the
position of the composite band to move to longer wavelengths. This
has also been observed in unheated CM spectra where a weak
0.7 lm band (due to ferrous–ferric charge transfers in serpentinite)
is often associated with a 1-lm feature that is more ‘‘olivine-like’’.
Table 3
meteorite spectral parameter ranges.

CI Min CI Max CK Min

Albedo 0.02 0.11 0.09
VIS slope (1/lm) �0.78 1.98 �0.12
NIR1 slope (1/lm) �0.20 0.60 �0.09
NIR2 slope (l/lm) �0.09 0.33 �0.12
First band center (lm) 0.71 1.29 –
Second band center (lm) 1.84 2.19 –

CR Min CR Max CV Min CV Max URMin

0.04 0.13 0.05 0.14 0.10
0.61 2.65 �0.02 2.58 1.18
0.00 0.29 �0.11 0.35 �0.11
�0.04 0.14 �0.23 0.14 �0.07

– 1.27 0.86 1.16 0.92
– 2.30 – 2.14 –

a Note that the CH minimum and maximum parameter values are model numbers gene
parameter sets.

Table 4
RQ spectral parameters tested against meteorite parameters.

Class Albedo VIS slope NIR1 slope NIR2 s

CH 0 0 0 1
CI 1 1 1 1
CK 0 0 1 1
CM 1 0 1 1
CO 0 0 1 1
CR 1 0 0 1
CV 0 0 1 1
UR 0 0 1 1
In other words, the absorption is deeper and the overall band min-
imum moves to longer wavelengths. The second factor that might
explain a band shift is that if heating adds a bluer overall spectral
slope, then apparent band minima will appear at longer wave-
lengths (Cloutis et al., 2010).

Many of the meteorites we measured parametrically for com-
parison with RQ36 show absorption bands near 2-lm attributable
to pyroxenes. The classes with the strongest 2-lm bands are the
CVs, COs, and ureilites. The classes with the weakest bands are
the CIs, CMs, CKs, and CRs. We do not detect a 2-lm band in our
spectrum of RQ36, which may indicate a closer similarity with
CIs, CMs, CKs, and CRs.

Table 3 presents the minimum and maximum of the range of
each parameter for each meteorite group (e.g. the range in bright-
ness for CI chondrites is 0.02–0.11). In the case of the sole CH mete-
orite, we used the average standard deviation for each parameter
from the other meteorite groups to serve as a proxy range for the
CH parameters centered on the actual CH parameter values.

We tested RQ36’s parameters to see if they fall in the range of
values defined by each meteorite class, and we tabulate the posi-
tive results. For example, RQ36 has a visible wavelength contin-
uum slope value of �0.21, which is within the VIS slope
parameter ranges of CIs, so these meteorites get a 1 (positive)
and all other meteorite groups tested get a 0 (negative). Other
asteroid parameters were similarly tested one-by-one in a binary
sense (0 if not within meteorite parameter range, 1 if within
range). We then added up the number of positive results (the
number of 1s). The results of the comparison test (the number of
positive test results) are shown in Table 4. On the basis of the para-
metric comparison, we conclude that the most likely matches for
RQ36 are the CI and CM chondrites. Least likely, but still possible,
are the CO and CH chondrites. However remember that the
parameter ranges for the CH-class are model values because only
one spectrum was available.
CK Max CM Min CM Max CO Min CO Max

0.22 0.03 0.10 0.05 0.19
0.63 �0.09 1.68 0.50 1.86
0.55 �0.08 1.23 �0.11 0.31
0.02 �0.11 0.60 �0.17 0.17
1.13 0.49 1.21 0.93 1.22
2.07 – 2.53 1.91 2.25

URMax CH Mina CH Maxa RQ36 values

0.18 0.06 0.14 0.04
3.89 2.85 4.13 �0.21
0.26 0.10 0.48 �0.015
0.06 0.00 0.28 �0.03
1.30 0.76 1.11 0.97
2.09 1.29 2.63 –

rated by using the standard deviation from the mean value for other meteorite class

lope First band center Second band center Sum

1 0 2
1 0 5
1 1 4
1 1 5
1 0 3
1 1 4
1 1 4
1 1 4
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3.4. Comparison with other B-type asteroids

The spectral parameters of RQ36 are compared with those of
B-type asteroids from Clark et al. (2010) in Figs. 7–9. These
comparisons are preliminary due to the small numbers of objects
available. For a complete list of the B-types used here, the reader
is referred to Clark et al. (2010).

Fig. 7 shows that RQ36 has a very low albedo compared to other
B-types, and also a very negatively sloped visible continuum.
Themis Group B-types have an average albedo of 0.063 (9 objects
measured), and Pallas Group B-types have an average albedo of
0.094 (5 objects measured). In terms of albedo and visible
wavelength slope, one could say that the spectrum of RQ36 is more
Fig. 7. The spectral parameters of Asteroid RQ36 are compared with the spectral
parameters of other B-type asteroids from the paper of Clark et al. (2010). Several
asteroids have no published albedos, so we used assumed values (0.094 – the
average value of the Pallas group for Asteroids 1508 and 6411, and 0.063 – the
average value of the Themis Group for Asteroid 316). Notice that RQ has a very low
albedo compared to other B-types, and also a very negatively sloped visible
continuum. In terms of these two spectral parameters, one could say that the
spectrum of RQ36 is most similar to the Themis Group B-types (see Clark et al.,
2010).

Fig. 8. The spectral parameters of Asteroid RQ36 are compared with the spectral
parameters of other B-type asteroids from the paper of Clark et al. (2010). Notice
that RQ36 falls right on the border. In terms of these two spectral parameters, one
could say that the spectrum of RQ36 is more similar to the Pallas Group B-types
than the Themis Group B-types (see Clark et al., 2010).

Fig. 9. The spectral parameters of Asteroid RQ36 are compared with the spectral
parameters of other B-type asteroids from the paper of Clark et al. (2010). Notice
that there is no evidence that the two groups can be distinguished on the basis of
either the strength or the wavelength of the absorption band that centers between
0.8 and 1.7 lm. Like most B-types we have measured, RQ36 shows a very low band
signal strength ratio compared to meteorites (see Fig. 6). RQ36 and other B-types do
not, in general, exhibit detectable 2-lm bands.
similar to the Themis Group B-types than the Pallas Group B-types
(see Clark et al., 2010). However, Fig. 8 shows that RQ36 falls on
the border between the Pallas and the Themis groups in terms of
the two spectral parameters NIR1 and NIR2. In this case, one could
say that the spectrum of RQ36 is more similar to the Pallas Group
B-types than the Themis Group B-types. Note that RQ36 is consis-
tent with the Themis group in terms of NIR1, and that it is only the
NIR2 values that disagree. Remember that the NIR2 values are
most strongly affected by the thermal tail correction mentioned
earlier. These results are not conclusive as to whether RQ36 is
more like the Themis Group objects or more like the Pallas Group
objects. However we can certainly say that an NIR2 up-turn at
about 1.1 lm (that is characteristic of the Themis Group) does
not occur in either the raw spectrum or in any of the thermal mod-
els we tested, despite the wide (±3r) temperature range we
investigated.

Fig. 9 shows RQ36’s first absorption band as compared to other
B-type asteroids measured similarly. Notice that below a signal
strength ratio value of 10, the band center position is more varied,
reflecting the marginal detection. We have concluded that RQ36
does not have a significant band detection. Of the bands that are
more secure detections, 5 are reported for Themis Group objects
(average center of 1.1 lm), and 2 are reported for Pallas Group ob-
jects (average center of 1.15 lm).

In sum, only the near-infrared spectral properties of RQ36 are
consistent with Pallas Group objects (which were more closely fit
with CO, CV, and CK meteorites). RQ36’s albedo, negatively sloped
visible spectral region (0.45–0.70 lm), and the negatively sloped
first near-infrared (1.1–1.45 lm) spectral region are consistent
with Themis Group B-types, in agreement with the least-squares
search results and the parametric range comparison preferring CI
and CM meteorites.
4. Discussion

Three key characteristics of RQ36 are notable: (1) the lack of
well-defined absorption bands; (2) the overall blue spectral slope;
and (3) the lack of a reflectance dropoff below �0.55 lm. The lack
of well-defined absorption bands expected near 0.7, 0.9, and



Fig. 11. Mixtures of a coarser magnetite (<45 lm) with a red-sloped serpentinite
show how the presence of magnetite can convert a red-sloped spectrum to a blue-
sloped spectrum.

Fig. 12. The insoluble organic matter in Murchison is also spectrally blue at several
viewing geometries. i is incidence angle, and e is emission angle.
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1.1 lm in the case of Fe-bearing phyllosilicates, near 1.05 lm for
olivine, and near 0.9 and 1.9 lm for orthopyroxenes suggests at
least two possibilities – either these components are not present,
or they are present and masked by opaque materials or the low sig-
nal-to-noise of our data. The low albedo of RQ36 suggests that the
latter may be the case. Mixtures of various silicates with different
opaques, comparable to those found in carbonaceous chondrites
(e.g., lampblack, magnetite) indicate that a few weight percent of
these opaques, when finely dispersed, are very effective at dramat-
ically reducing silicate band depths (e.g., Cloutis et al., 1990;
Milliken and Mustard, 2006; Yang, 2010).

Considering the overall blue slope of RQ36, we have found that
blue-sloped spectra are concentrated in the CI chondrites (i.e.,
Ivuna, Orgueil) and the coarser-grained CM chondrites (e.g.,
Johnson and Fanale, 1973; Gaffey et al., 1974; Cloutis et al., 2010,
2011) (Figs. 4 and 5). These spectra also generally fall in the same
albedo range as RQ36. However, these spectra invariably show a
reflectance downturn longward of �0.55 lm vs. <0.48 in RQ36.

The pure mafic silicates and phyllosilicates that we have exam-
ined which are plausible candidates for primitive asteroids gener-
ally exhibit a flat to red-sloped spectrum (Cloutis et al., 2010,
2011). Three notable exceptions include a magnetite-bearing ser-
pentinite, nanophase magnetite (Morris et al., 1985), and the insol-
uble organic matter in the Murchison CM2 and Allende CV3
chondrite (Johnson and Fanale, 1973).

Both organic matter and magnetite are more abundant in CI
than in other types of chondrites (Brearley and Jones, 1998) and
either one could plausibly account for the blue slope seen in some
CI spectra (e.g., Johnson and Fanale, 1973). The effect that magne-
tite can have on overall spectral slope can be seen by comparing
two serpentinite reflectance spectra, one of which contains fi-
nely-dispersed magnetite at the few percent level (Fig. 10). Physi-
cal mixtures (not modeled) of a coarser magnetite (<45 lm) with a
red-sloped serpentinite (Fig. 11) show how the presence of magne-
tite can convert a red-sloped spectrum to a blue-sloped spectrum.
The insoluble organic matter in the Murchison is also blue-sloped,
most markedly at small phase angles (Fig. 12). Both magnetite and
insoluble carbonaceous matter is present in the more aqueously
altered carbonaceous chondrites (CI and CM), and magnetite abun-
dance in the blue-sloped serpentinite, partially constrained from
stoichiometry, is less than its abundance in CI chondrites such as
Orgueil.

The fact that most carbonaceous chondrite spectra become
bluer-sloped and darker with increasing grain size is well estab-
lished (e.g., Johnson and Fanale, 1973). While our understanding
of this bluing is incomplete, appreciable blue slopes in samples
Fig. 10. Serpentinite, a common component of CI meteorites, is shown with and
without finely dispersed magnetite.
with constrained grain size are seen in most carbonaceous chon-
drites, and with the exception of a few CI chondrites, the size
fractions that have blue-sloped spectra require the absence of
fine-grained (generally <�75 lm) particles (e.g., Johnson and
Fanale, 1973). In our analysis of spectra of the Orgueil CI chondrite,
we find that there is a general trend of increasingly blue slope with
decreasing reflectance, with blue overall slopes restricted to Orgu-
eil spectra with reflectance near the 0.6 lm peak of <5%.

The third characteristic of RQ36 is the lack of a reflectance
downturn shortward of �0.48 lm. CI and CM chondrite spectra
invariably exhibit a reflectance downturn shortward of �0.55
lm. Changes in grain size can cause a shift in the wavelength posi-
tion of this downturn, with larger grain sizes often exhibiting the
start of the reflectance downturn at shorter wavelengths than
fine-grained sample spectra (Johnson and Fanale, 1973). Various
mineral—opaque mixture spectra do show a systematic decrease
in the wavelength position of the local reflectance peak in this re-
gion, as discussed below.

When we look at the best spectral matches to RQ36 from the
spectral data base search we find that each has some limitations
or uncertainties.

The CM Mighei spectrum that provides a good fit to RQ36 is the
100–200 lm spectrum of a matrix-rich fraction (Moroz and
Pieters, 1991). The <40 lm matrix-rich fraction spectrum is more
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red-sloped, and the peak reflectance position (�0.56 lm) is the
same for the two size fraction spectra. Peak reflectance of the
100–200 lm spectrum is 2.6%. This suggests that both matrix
enrichment and removal of a fine grain size fraction from a CM
chondrite like Mighei are required to match the blue slope, but
overall reflectance may be too low, and the wavelength position
of the reflectance downturn toward the UV is still not matched.

The CI Ivuna spectrum that matches RQ36 is a <125 lm fraction
that has been heated to 700 �C. Unheated samples of Ivuna and
samples heated to lower temperatures (up to 600 �C) do not exhi-
bit the overall blue slope and have their reflectance maximum near
0.65 lm. Only the Ivuna sample heated to 700 �C has its reflectance
maximum below 0.65 lm and shows a sufficiently blue slope. Pro-
gressive heating does not lead to a gradual change in spectral slope,
rather the strong blue slope appears only in the sample heated to
700 �C. Progressive heating also leads to a gradual decrease in
overall reflectance to 500 �C, followed by an increase to 600 and
700 �C. The physical and compositional changes that accompany
heating to this temperature are unknown. Thus, the spectrum of
Ivuna heated to 700 �C is the only heated CI chondrite spectrum
that provides a good match to RQ36.

One additional observation worth mentioning in the context of
RQ36 are laboratory spectra of serpentinite. Fig. 10 shows reflec-
tance spectra of two terrestrial serpentinites. Compositionally
these two samples are nearly identical, and the only significant dif-
ference is that the presence of magnetite was detected in the upper
spectrum by X-ray diffractometry. The abundance of magnetite is
unknown, but cannot exceed a few percent on the basis of stoichi-
ometry. The presence of this fine-grained magnetite seems to
cause a progressively bluer spectral slope and also probably causes
the local reflectance maximum to shift from �0.6 to �0.5 lm. Fine-
grained magnetite is a component of CI chondrites, and many CI
chondrites are blue-sloped, strongly suggesting that this phase is
probably a required component for creating blue-sloped spectra
in fine-grained carbonaceous chondrites. A similar effect is seen
for some phyllosilicate + lampblack mixtures (e.g., Clark, 1983;
Milliken and Mustard, 2006), where a few percent fine-grained
and finely-dispersed lampblack can cause phyllosilicate spectra
to become darker (reflectance <10%), more blue-sloped, and also
cause the local reflectance maximum to shift to short wavelengths
(<0.5 lm). It should be noted that not all lampblack samples can
cause all of these spectral changes however. Therefore the spectral
relevance of lampblack to the insoluble carbon-rich component of
carbonaceous chondrites is unknown.

These laboratory spectra suggest that fine-grained and finely-
dispersed opaque materials, such as insoluble organic matter/
lampblack and magnetite can affect silicate spectra in ways that
would match the salient features of RQ36: an overall blue slope,
low reflectance, and a low wavelength (<0.5 lm) reflectance peak.
As both of these materials are present in CI carbonaceous chon-
drites, CI chondrite-like assemblages, with only small adjustments
in opaque abundances, can quite plausibly account for the spectral
properties of RQ36.
5. Conclusion

In order to make a case for the most likely composition of Aster-
oid (101955) 1999 RQ36, this paper synthesizes results from spec-
tral analyses. We present results from our RELAB spectral library
search, and results from our parametric comparisons with meteor-
ites. We conclude that the most likely meteorite analogs for RQ36
are the CI and/or CM meteorites, and the least likely analogs are the
CO and CH meteorites. RQ36 has a spectrally ‘‘blue’’ continuum
slope that is also observed in carbonaceous chondrites containing
magnetite. When compared with other B-type asteroids, we find
that RQ36 is transitional between Pallas-like spectral properties
and Themis-like spectral properties. This is particularly interesting
because Asteroid 24 Themis was recently discovered to have H2O
ice on the surface. (Campins et al. (2010a) and Rivkin and Emery
(2010).) This is particularly interesting because Asteroid 24 Themis
was recently discovered to have H2O ice on the surface. (Campins
et al. (2010a) and Rivkin and Emery (2010).) These results allow us
to speculate that RQ36 may in fact be composed of a ‘‘CM1-like’’
material (e.g. the CM1 meteorites Moapa Valley and ALH 88045).
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